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SUMMARY
This report describes the design of a low tip speed, moderate pressure rise fan stage for demonstration of
noise reduction concepts. The fan rotor is a fixed-pitch configuration delivering a design pressure ratio of
1.378 at a specific flow of 43.1 lbm/sec/ft 2. Four exit stator configurations were provided to demonstrate
the effectiveness of circumferential and axial sweep in reducing rotor-stator interaction tone noise. The
fan stage design was combined with an axisymmetric inlet, conical convergent nozzle, and nacelle to form
a powered fan-nacelle subscale model. This model has a 22-inch cylindrical flow path and employs a ro-
tor with a 0.30 hub-to-tip radius ratio. The design is fully compatible with an existing NASA force bal-
ance and rig drive system.
The stage aerodynamic and structural design is described in detail. Three-dimensional (3-D) computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) tools were used to define optimum airfoil sections for both the rotor and
stators. A fan tone noise predictive system developed by Pratt & Whitney under contract to NASA was
used to determine the acoustic characteristics of the various stator configurations. Parameters varied in-
cluded rotor-to-stator spacing and vane leading edge sweep. The structural analysis of the rotor and sta-
tor are described herein. An integral blade and disk configuration was selected for the rotor. Analysis
confirmed adequate low cycle fatigue life, vibratory endurance strength, and aeroelastic suitability. A
unique load carrying stator arrangement was selected to minimize generation of tonal noise due to
sources other than rotor-stator interaction. Analysis of all static structural components demonstrated
adequate strength, fatigue life, and vibratory characteristics.

1.0INTRODUCTION
Sincethelate 1960s, there has been a continuous effort to lower community noise levels resulting from
aircraft terminal operations. Current high bypass ratio engine technology is sufficient to allow certifica-
tion of aircraft to Stage 3 of Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 36. As part of the natural evolution-
ary process, consideration of a reduced certification level is underway. In order to accommodate a
growth plan, major reductions in propulsion system generated noise will be required for new aircraft/
engine combinations to be certified to this more stringent noise standard. Under Task 5 of contract NAS3-
25950, Allison Engine Company studied the engine component noise reductions required to produce a
propulsion system for a twin engine aircraft producing certification levels 10 decibels (dB). below the cur-
rent FAR 36 Stage 3 requirement. Early results of this study indicated a strong acoustic advantage in
moving from a conventional six bypass ratio turbofan cycle to an ultrahigh bypass ratio cycle employing a
low pressure ratio, low tip speed fan. However, cycle changes alone were not sufficient to produce flyo-
ver levels 10 dB below stage 3. Additional reductions required identification of innovative strategies for
lowering the strength of dominant noise sources. Flyover time histories of perceived noise level produced
under this contract indicated the predominant noise source was the fan during both the takeoff and ap-
proach segments of flight. Noise reduction studies based on this result identified bypass vane sweep as a
potentially effective approach for reducing the pure tone portion of the fan noise field. Based on the re-
suits of these studies, a fan rig test program was proposed to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) to demonstrate this concept. As a result of this proposal, a 22-inch diameter single-




The rig mechanical arrangement evolved from a set of requirements developed to meet the program
technical objectives and to satisfy facility and operational needs. Specifically these requirements were:
• the rig must be compatible with existing NASA drive system
• no flow-path obstructions except rotor and stator allowable
• provisions must be made for multiple vane configurations
• vane configurational changes must be accomplished in the wind tunnel and not require removal of
fan rotor
The final configuration, shown in Figure 1, meets all design objectives and is fully compatible with the
NASA drive rig. Based on acoustic analysis, four vane configurations will be tested. Removal of addi-
tional flow-path obstructions was required to isolate, as fully as possible, the acoustic impact of the vane
geometry changes. As a result of this requirement, the stator must carry not only its normal aerodynamic
loads, but also any nacelle generated loads. To accomplish this and allow vane changes without fan rotor
removal the vanes have been designed as a segmented ring with the airfoils providing a load path be-
tween flange rings on the inner and outer diameters. Loads are passed from the vane ring to a backbone
support though a single shear pin and three radial fasteners in each segment. All outer flow-path pieces
aft of the rotor are split axially to allow quick access to the vane fasteners for removal. Multiple attach-
ment planes are provided to accommodate the four vane configurations to be tested. No provisions have






























3.1 FAN STAGE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
3.1.1 Baseline Stage Configuration And Vector Diagrams
The aerodynamic design point for the fan stage, as established during cycle optimization studies con-
ducted during Task 5, is:
Tip Speed = 1000 ft/sec
Stage Pressure Ratio = 1.362
W _/0/_ A = 43.1 lbm/sec/ft 2
As shown in Figure 2, the final engine configuration of Task 5 employed a booster stage on the fan shaft
to provide the required supercharging for the core compressor. Early in the rig design, it was decided
both the booster stage and the core flow bifurcation would be eliminated. This produced two benefits.
The first was a significant reduction in mechanical complexity, resulting in reduced fabrication costs. The
second was the removal of additional noise sources, allowing a clear identification of the acoustic benefit
of vane geometry variations. As a result of the very high bypass ratio cycle selected in the Task 5 engine
study, a strong radial rotor exit total pressure gradient exists (Figure 3). This profile is also present in the
rig design. The rig stage design pressure ratio was selected as the mass average of the 1.38 bypass and
1.21 core pressure of the original engine design, allowing for some loss through the rig stator. A sche-
matic cross section of the baseline rig configuration is shown in Figure 4. As can be seen, a cylindrical
outer flow-path contour was maintained through the stator exit. The requisite area ruling through the
stage is introduced through the hub flow path as an integral part of the blading design. Curvature was
used into and through the stator to keep the relatively low momentum fluid coming from the rotor hub
energized. The rotor-to-stator axial gap is consistent with current Allison fans. Coordinates for the flow
path of the baseline configuration are presented in Table 1.
The velocity vector diagrams were generated using the Allison axisynunetric streamline curvature design
system. A listing for the aerodynamic design point is included in Appendix A. Some of the blade and
vane inlet and exit profiles tabulated in Appendix A are plotted in Figures 5 and 6 Also shown are corre-
sponding profiles from the NASA Stage 53 fan. The comparison is useful since the general character of
the flow field through the two fans is similar. The NASA Stage 53 fan was designed for the same rotor
pressure ratio and tip speed; it did not quite pump to design intent, hence, the profiles measured at de-
sign flow are shown in addition to those that represent design intent. The low noise fan (LNF) rotor is
designed for a pressure profile of even greater skew and for higher throughflow velocities than found in
the NASA Stage 53 fan. The rotor inlet is also set for a higher specific flow and lower inlet radius ratio
(0.30). As a result, the inlet relative Mach number at the tip for the LNF is higher, 1.143, even though tip
speeds are the same. Greater turning is required across the LNF blade tip but the blade is overall more
lightly loaded.
Velocities at stator inlet, although subsonic, are relatively high toward the outer diameter due to the pres-
sure profile from the rotor and the absence of a splitter. This, together with the thicknesses and camber
required of these vane sections, made it impossible to design an entirely shock-free stator. Stator loading
was reduced and performance enhanced by allowing closure of the discharge annulus to a Mach number
of 0.59 (including blockage). The turning required through the baseline vane row is thus considerably
less than was required through the NASA 53 fan stator.
3.1.2 Blade Design
The fan blade was designed as if destined for a commercial fan application to ensure as much realism was
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assumed, including an 85% speed takeoff condition, so part-speed performance could be considered.
Analytically, the blade demonstrates over 16% surge margin at design speed. Leading edge thickness
(Figure 7) was selected consistent with current bird strike criteria. TraJing edge thickness was set equal
to leading edge thickness everywhere except near the hub, where a bl _t_nter leading edge was employed to
improve the hub inlet flow field. Blade chord varies linearly such that the tip is 45% longer than the hub.
The spanwise distribution of maximum thickness-to-chord is also sho_ rn and ranges from 2.75% at the tip
to 9.42% at the hub. The locations of maximum thickness for each secton (not shown) were shifted from a
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Figure 6. Low noise fan baseline stator design poir t profiles (2 of 2).
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Preliminary design of the blading was carried out assuming multiple-circular-arc (MCA) airfoil sections.
Given the low tip speed of this fan, an MCA blade was acceptable for studying the effects of changes in
aspect ratio, maximum thickness, and spanwise chord distributions on surge margin and mechanical in-
tegrity. The final blade is made up of sections of aerodynamically-optimized meanlines with near-
sinusoidal thickness distributions. Viscous computational analysis was used extensively to obtain the
desired match of the blade passages with the design intent flow field. The transonic sections were tai-
lored for the design speed shock structure permitting the largest excursion in flow range to stall with ac-
ceptable performance.
The spanwise distribution of incidence angles to which the blade sections were set, shown as the solid line
in Figure 8 evolved from several considerations. One was the decision to design to relatively tight throats
(3.5% throat margin) to favor operating line performance. In the portion of the blade with supersonic in-
let relative flow, another consideration was to observe the first captured Mach wave rule. This is a rule-
of-thumb setting a critical incidence off the suction surface at a point halfway between the leading edge
and the point of emanation of the first captured Mach wave to a minimum of 1.5 degrees, to ensure flow-
handling capability. A third consideration involved the meanlines of all sections which were carefully
shaped to produce acceptable surface Mach number distributions devoid of local peaks or spikes. This
could be done over the outer half of the blade only by straightening the meanlines forward of the throat
locations and forcing the bulk of the turning aft (Figure 9). Where possible, the subsonic sections were
tailored for shock-free (design point) operation. Optimum chordwise loading distributions were achieved
by keeping meanline curvature well forward and closing the leading edge. All this led to incidences con-
siderably smaller than employed in the design of the NASA Stage 53 rotor.
The predicted surface distributions of isentropic Mach number and associated passage Mach number
contours for the near-tip, pitch, and near-hub sections of the blade are shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12.
The near-tip section was fashioned to produce a single, oblique shock pulled well back into the passage
and impinging on the suction surface just ahead of the region of greatest curvature. The suction surface
Mach number rises smoothly to a peak of about 1.35. The pitch section, shown in Figure 11, was shaped
to operate shock free. Maximum thickness was brought forward to the mouth and curvature was dis-
tributed over a larger portion of the section to flatten the forward portion of the suction surface velocity
distribution.
Area-ruling of the hub flow path was an integral part of the design of the near-hub sections. Due to
thickness, the hub was found to be quite insensitive to incidence and local meanline changes. Modifica-
tion of the hub flow path improved the loading distributions. The intent was to force the section loading
forward without allowing the hub to overpump (due to greatly increased camber). Several iterations
were required, with the final outcome shown in Figure 12.
The rotor deviation angles, shown in Figure 8 were set by augmenting calculated NASA 2-D rule devia-
tions with the empirically-estimated corrections plotted in Figure 13. These corrections have been estab-
lished through comparisons of computational and measured results from other Allison compressor
stages, as well as published reports. The computational results suggest, for the deviation distribution
chosen, there is sufficient camber in the blading to produce the desired pressure profile. The velocity
vectors for the near-tip, pitch, and near-hub sections reveal a healthy flow field with no trace of incipient
separation (Figure 14).
The static or manufactured blade geometry producing the desired blade shape at design speed was de-
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applied at the design point. These deflections were determined using an Allison proprietary finite ele-
ment structural analysis procedure. Airfoil sections are defined on planes normal to the stack axis. The
stack axis is a radial line passing through the center of gravity of each conical section. The leading edge
shapes are elliptical. The blading opens with speed by as much as 2 deg in stagger at the tip, due mostly
to flexibility of the leading edge. Associated with this movement in the blade-to-blade view, which
clearly affects flow handling and pumping capacity, is the radial growth of the tip, with its consequences
on clearance effects.
3.1.3 Baseline Fan Vane Design
A view of the baseline stator design, fan configuration No. 1 (FC1), is shown in Figure 14. Unlike the ro-
tor, the stators are unique to the 22-in. NASA rig vehicle because none could be directly scaled-up for use
in a high bypass turbofan. In an engine, separate stator assemblies would be required for the bypass and
core flow streams. Neither of these assemblies would necessarily reproduce a section of the rig stators,
due to the presence of the flow splitter. Nevertheless, the stators are crucial components of the rig tests.
The baseline stator must deliver the same performance and allow no more noise in the acoustic test vehi-
cle than would the bypass stator in a representative commercial turbofan.
The dominant feature of the stator flow field is its nonuniform, high-velocity inlet (Figure 6). The baseline
stator is relatively lightly loaded and does not have to affect a large amount of turning, so the emphasis
during its design was on minimizing total pressure loss. As a result, the vane design process primarily
involved the selection of an incidence distribution. For any given incidence, neither meanline shape,
maximum thickness, nor section thickness distribution had any appreciable effect on performance. There-
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2O
Figure 14. Baseline vane arrangement.
A wide range of incidence levels were examined in an effort to optimize velocity distributions about the
vane sections and to minimize suction surface velocity peaks, but it became apparent there were basically
only two solutions. These solutions are represented in Figure 15 by the "A" and "B" incidence distribu-
t-ions. The leading edge (at design flow) could either be A) optimally aligned with or set closed relative to
the incoming flow, which invariably produced supersonic velocities over the forward third of the outer
sections or B) set open relative to the incoming flow to produce velocity distributions with reduced trail-
ing edge loading. All attempts to combine the two types radially forced the outer sections toward "A"-
type distributions.
A "B"-type design was finally chosen for FC1. The design offered reduced suction surface Math number
peaks in exchange for increased leading edge loading. It was felt the more open leading edges would not
be a liability in this stage, given the large axial gap between the rotor and stator. Deviation was reduced
for the "B"-type vane, as shown in Figure 15, while throats were not excessive. The deviation angle profile
was adjusted to remove all swirl as would be required of a bypass stator.
The surface isentropic Mach number distributions and associated passage Mach number contours are
shown in Figures 16, 17, and 18 for the near outer diameter, pitch, and near inner diameter "B" vane sec-
tions. The inner diameter flow path was contoured through the vane, as it was through the blade, to help
balance the loading distributions of the near-hub sections.
The mechanical properties of the baseline vane are tabulated in Appendix A. These properties were re-
tained in designing the alternative vanes. Most have constant spanwise distributions; e.g. maximum
thickness-to-chord is 5% and chord is 1.81 in.
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Figure 18. Baseline stator near-hub Mach number distribution.
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3.1.4 Fan Stage Analysis
3.1.4.1 Predicted Map
The predicted 100% and 85% speediine characteristics for the low noise fan (LNF) rotor are a composite of
analytical and empirical considerations (Figure 19). The shaded circles in the figure represent analysis
results at various backpressures for 100% and 85% corrected speed. No attempt was made to include the
untwist characteristics of the blade with speed or throttling. To mo_tel the indicated aerodynamic design
point, the code was run to an "equivalent" design point just over 1% higher in flow and pressure ratio.
This was done in light of prior experience with the code to be explained in section 3.1.4.2 below. The
background speedlines result from scaling the experimentally-derived map of the NASA Stage 53 rotor to
the fan rotor design point and are included for reference to trends o_xly. The speediine scaled from the
NASA 53 data roughly corresponds to the computationally predicted behavior of the current design. The
design intent surge margin of 15% was obtained. The associated contours of predicted efficiency are also
shown with the NASA Stage 53 rotor data, scaled for flow, in the bac.kground. These data were more dif-
ficult to assess. The computational procedure, at least for high speed machines, typically predicts effi-
ciencies 2 to 3 points higher than are actually attained; this has been assumed a function of computational
limits preventing running the code with sufficiently dense grids to accurately reproduce profile drag due
to skin friction. Therefore, the predicted efficiency has been modified to better fit the available data. In
general, the modified efficiency follows the trends predicted by the ¢ode, but reduced at the design con-
dition to correspond to the value obtained from the axisymmetric streamline curvature procedure. Addi-
tionany, the rate of efficiency loss beyond the peak has been increased from the computational predictions
to mirror the NASA Stage 53 data.
3.1.4.2 Off-Design Performance
The LNF rotor, though part of a research vehicle to be built for acous tics testing, was designed to stan-
dards allowing it to be scaled-up directly for use in a large turbofan _.ngine. For that reason, an effort was
made to ensure the blade would also demonstrate good off-design performance. It was analyzed along
the operating line, near stall, and at an unthrottled condition at both [00% and 85% speed. Figures 20
through 27 show how the LNF rotor is expected to throttle at design _;peed.
The changes occuring in the total pressure and loss profiles of the rotor with throttling are shown in Fig-
ure 20. The long dashed line labeled "ADP-BD76" is the design inten _profile from the axisymmetric
streamline curvature design code. The three other lines are the profil ._s predicted by the numerical solu-
tion at the three points along the design speedline highlighted in the _nap of Figure 19. The CFD solution
characteristically indicates a stronger hub and a weaker tip than seems to develop in reality, so the profile
labeled "ADP-Dawes" was selected as the one to use for the detailed design of the blade. Here again, the
analysis of the NASA Stage 53 rotor flow field proved useful. The differences between the BD76 and
computational profiles for that machine were considered in establishing the LNF design profile. The un-
throttled and near-stall pressure profiles indicate pumping at the hub (which would deliver the core flow
in the turbofan) remains unchanged while the bypass portion of the blade, from 20% span to the tip,
throttles proportionately with radius. Losses increase with throttling [n a consistent manner except, curi-
ously, at the near-tip near stall where they apparently decrease. The ( hanges in throughflow velocities
are reflected in the profiles of inlet relative Mach number and air ang] es (Figure 21). As the blade tip
throttles, it maintains flow, while the fraction of flow through the hub decreases. The hub incidence in-
creases 5-6 degrees while the tip increases only 2-3 degrees. The disct arge air angles remain little
changed over virtually the entire blade span, another indication there is sufficient camber in the blade and
the turning can be sustained without a breakdown in the flow field ri[ht up to stall.
The predicted changes in surface Mach number distributions and pas,, age Mach number contours for the
near-tip, pitch, and near-hub sections with throttling are shown in Fig ares 22 through 27. Most noticeable
26
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Figure 22. Effect of throttling on blade surface Mach numt,er -- near tip section.
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Figure 27. Effect of throttling on blade passage Mach number --near-hub section.
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is the movement of the shock near the tip. It migrates from within file passage, as an over-expansion
normal shock (probably a reflection from the suction surface of a vely weak leading edge oblique shock)
to a strong, started oblique leading edge shock to an unstarted, though still stable, normal position to a
final, (not shown) unstable interaction with the pressure side bow waves from the neighboring blade. It is
the ability of 3-D codes to reproduce shock system geometries and r..weal the effects on performance of
shock structures that make them such powerful design tools. Note the problem of suction side peakiness,
discussed earlier, cannot be avoided in the unthrottled condition. T_e shock is far enough aft that it im-
pinges on the blade in the region of greatest curvature. A vestige of the near-tip flow field can still be
seen in the pitch passages, though it was possible to design the pitcl:, section for shock-free operation at
the design point. The hub experiences the largest change in flow le,_el and not surprisingly, becomes the
pinch point with decreasing backpressure. The surface Mach number distributions illustrate the rationale
for the selection of incidences discussed earlier. The progression from negative to design to larger inci-
dences with throttling is apparent.
Once a blade shape acceptable at design speed was defined, it was analyzed at 85% speed, which was
defined as takeoff speed in the ultrahigh bypass engine cycle. At tlxs speed, the blade tip inlet runs to just
under Mach 1.0. Obviously, the nominal operating line condition at this speed is particularly important
from a noise production standpoint. The surface Mach number dis_ibutions and passage Mach number
contours predicted for the near-tip, pitch, and near-hub sections at t21e takeoff point are shown in Figures
28, 29, and 30. Notably, even the outermost section operates shock free.
Incidence levels are uniformly higher than at design speed. The near-tip and pitch sections also exhibit a
pronounced reacceleration bump in their suction surface Mach number distributions. This is produced by
the large local curvature in each section, discussed earlier, that is in .-urn one consequence of designing to
relatively tight throat margins.
3.1.5 Additional Vane Designs
The NASA test plan calls for the acoustic evaluation of four distinct configurations. Each is characterized
by a different stator; the rotor design described earlier is common tc all. The baseline fan includes the
radial vane already described. The second configuration of the fan, designated FC2 and shown in Figure
lb, results from repositioning the baseline stator further downstream and increases the rotor-to-stator ax-
ial gap. Although the vanes are placed in a slightly different flow fiald, as modeled in Appendix B, the
stator assembly itself remains unchanged. The third and fourth fan configurations, however, necessitated
the design of two new stator vanes and associated flow-path modifications. For fan configuration No. 3
(FC3) the stator of the baseline fan is replaced with a vane whose leading edge lies at a 30 degree angle
from vertical. The fourth fan, FC4, replaces this stator with another made up of vanes that are both swept
and leaned. These latter two stator designs are described below.
3.1.5.1 Axially Swept Vane Design
From an acoustic study conducted by NASA, it was determined that among a candidate set of purely
swept shapes, a vane swept 30 degrees aft offered the best potential for noise reduction. A stator with
this amount of sweep was designed so the radial vane stator of FC1 could be replaced, requiring only one
additional spoolpiece to recomplete the outer casing. That the extra spoolpiece was required in any case
proved fortuitous since it was found during design of the swept vmte that the outer flow path could not
be kept of constant radius. A meridional view of the swept vane fm_, FC3, is shown in Figure lc. Not
only is the vane highly swept but the casing forward of and througlL the vane includes a substantial
bulge. The incorporations of sweep so increased throughflow veloc ities that changes in airfoil sections
alone were not enough to produce satisfactory outboard vane passage designs; careful area-ruling of the
flow-path annulus had to be considered at the same time. Several casing and hub wall contours were
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Figure 30. Rotor blade Mach number distribution at simulated takeoff speed -- near-hub section.
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The design objective was a swept stator with the same kind of velocity distributions over the vane sur-
faces as were obtained with the baseline vane. All of the physical properties of the baseline vane, i.e.
maximum and edge thicknesses, chord, location of maximum thickness, etc, were preserved in both this
and the following swept vane designs. Double circular arc sections "-vere employed as before although,
due to the sweep, deviation angles increased. Since the outer diame_:er bulge not only reduced the level
but also flattened the shape of the throughflow velocity profile, mclcences were adjusted accordingly.
Profiles of these parameters are shown in Figure 31 compared with those for the radial vane, at the respec-
tive vane edges. The surface isentropic Mach number distributions and associated passage Mach number
contours are shown in Figures 32, 33, and 34 for the near-tip, midspan, and near-hub sections shown for
the baseline vane. A listing detailing FC3 conditions at the aerodynamic design point is included in Ap-
pendix C.
3.1.5.2 Swept and tangentially Tilted Vane Design
The NASA acoustic study referred to previously indicates a potentia: for further noise reduction by add-
ing lean (tangential tilt) to a swept vane. The study suggests a vane leaned 30 degrees suction-side down
(toward the I.D.) with the lean, like the sweep, incorporated so the va_ue edges remain straight (viewed
along engine centerline) offers the largest benefit. The FC4 vane was designed for this degree of stack
axis lean. The final geometry is shown in Figure ld. Noticeably absent is the large bulge in the O.D. flow
path required in FC3. Referring to Figure 35, it can be observed that '/ane lean increases the flow block-
age, producing a proportional increase in throughflow velocity, but tends to reduce the migration of flow
toward the outer flow path compared to the simple swept design. As a result, flow-path contouring up-
stream of the leading edge is not required. Deviation shows a strong sensitivity to loading. In the out-
board sections, increased loading produces an increase in irdet-to-dis._arge velocity ratio; as a result, de-
viation angle increases. For the inboard sections, increased loading rq._sults in a decrease in section veloc-
it), ratio; as a result, the deviation angle decreases.
As for FC3, the design objective for the swept and leaned vane was to reproduce velocity distributions
over its surfaces as much like those obtained for the radial vane as possible. Section incidences were
adapted to help achieve this. The resultant distributions for the usual three sample sections are shown in
Figures 36, 37, and 38. A listing detailing FC4 conditions at the aerod ¢namic design point is included in
Appendix D.
3.2 NACELLE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
This nacelle design was developed to meet the basic operational requirements of an isolated nacelle con-
figuration for subsonic/transonic application having an advanced tur_)ofan inlet and a separate flow ex-
haust system. Since the test vehicle includes no provisions for a separate core flowstream, the primary or
core nozzle was truncated and replaced by the propulsion rig metering strut housing the powered drive.
Thus, the inlet flow equals the fan nozzle exit flow, unlike a turbofan Jlight nacelle where the inlet flow
splits into the fan and the core flow and exits separately from the two exhaust nozzles.
3.2.1. Inlet Aerodynamic Requirements
Inlet Dimensions
Both inlet and exhaust systems are sized for maximum inlet corrected flow of 102.78 lb. At this flow rate,
the inlet throat area is designed for maximum average Mach number _.t the throat (Mth); to be equal to or
below 0.75. At this flow condition, the fan operates at maximum specific flow of 43.5 lb/ft 2. This value is
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Figure 37. Swept/leaned vane design point flowfield -- midspan section.
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Figure 38. Swept/leaned vane design point flowfield -- near-hub section.
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Low Speed Requirements
This inlet is required to operate at maximum takeoff flow without internal flow separation for up to 20
degrees angle of attack (AOA) and at free stream Mach numbers ranging from 0 to 0.25, which are typical
of levels encountered during aircraft terminal operations. No external inlet separation requirements have
been considered; however, it is presumed in case of engine out or shut down, the nacelle forebody cowl
will not separate at climbing speeds with AOA below 15 degrees. No crosswind and ground operational
requirements have been considered either. For simplicity, an axisymmetric nacelle design with zero inlet
droop angle is assumed adequate for this application.
High Speed Requirements
The design cruise Mach number will equal 0.80. At the design cruise Mach number the fore and aft na-
celle cowl contours are designed for minimal spillage and wave drag. Normally the engine nacelle is de-
signed to have minimal total drag for a range of cruise Mach numbers, since the corresponding aircraft
may be required to operate at different altitudes and flight Mach numbers. Generally, it is desirable to
have a nacelle design so its overall drag remains constant or close to the design goal for flight Mach num-
bers at least 5-10% above the design cruise Mach value. This upper limit of Mach number is called the
drag divergence Mach number (Mdd). For this design, Mdd is fixed at 0.86.
Other Constraints (Geometrical)
The nacelle aft cowl is designed to match the NASA propulsion simulator ducted prop drive rig. This
requirement essentially sizes the overall test model dimensions, establishes the fan cowl and the core cowl
boattail angles, and also locates the truncation point of the core cowl near the simulator metric station.
The nacelle internal flow lines are constrained by the Allison wide chord fan design with a tip diameter of
22.0 in.
Since the model inlet flow and the fan duct flow are the same, the fan nozzle exit area is also sized to pass
the maximum inlet corrected flow. Compared to the corresponding flight worthy nacelle, the fan nozzle
is slightly larger than a scaled-up realistic fan nozzle design. The fan nozzle discharge coefficient (Cd) is
assumed to be 0.984 (same value was used in the corresponding engine cycle) for choked flow nozzle
conditions. No additional fan duct pressure loss has been included.
Initially, two different inlet/nacelle designs were developed to evaluate and compare the overall nacelle
size required to incorporate various noise suppression linings. Figure 39 compares the nacelle aerolines
for these configurations; however, due to program time and funding limitations, a single design with a
compact inlet and diffuser length having (L) inlet/Dff of 0.50 was selected as a baseline nacelle configu-
ration. The selected design provides adequate surface area, or space, for advanced acoustic treatments
both in the inlet/diffuser region and in the fan duct. The duct and cowl lengths are sufficient, when
scaled to the reference engine size, to accommodate an advanced thrust reverser design. The geometrical
characteristics of the baseline nacelle are presented in Figure 40. The extra-long fan duct provides enough
space to conduct tests with alternate OGV strut designs involving a set of sweep angles and varied axial
lengths between fan trailing edge (TE) and leading edge of the OGVs. The fan and the core cowl contours
have been designed to meet the above requirements with the external boattail angles of 10.8 and 8.8 de-
grees, respectively, consistent with wing mounted nacelles configured for low boat'tail pressure drag and
with reduced nacelle/wing interference drag.
3.2.2 Aeroline Development
The inlet/nacelle contours have been generated using an Allison proprietary geometry code. This en-
abled an efficient, smooth flow path to be generated for enveloping engine hard points as well as main-






































































simulator flow path to maintain surface continuity between nacelle aft fairings and the drive shaft. Ana-
lytical or empirical 1-D techniques were used to provide preliminary performance projections prior to
conducting a detailed CFD flow analysis. Figure 40 illustrates the nacelle aerolines along with important
dimensions.
3.2.3 CFD Analysis
Inlet flow-field predictions using PMARC, a panel method code, were obtained to confirm the aerody-
namic characteristics of the nacelle design. Figure 41 presents the baseline nacelle configuration analyzed,
showing surface panels. Three flight conditions were analyzed usirg PMARC. These conditions are criti-
cal to the inlet design for engine operability and maximum cruise operation, and are as follows:
(1) Min f = 0.2, AOA - 20 deg, Wcorr = 102.78 lb
(2) Min f = 0.8, AOA = 0.0 deg, Wcorr = 102.78 lb
(3) Min f = 0.0. AOA = deg, Wcorr = 104.5 lb
The analysis was conducted at several other conditions to calibrate the flow solution and the aerodynamic
load calculation methods. Since this nacelle design will only be tested at low-speed conditions, condition
(1) was used for the detail inlet/nacelle analyses. Typical surface flow distributions for the above condi-
tions are enclosed in Figures 41, 42, and 43. Boundary layer analysis (Figure 44) was conducted using
PMARC pressure distributions to provide surface skin friction Cf distribution on the inlet and nacelle to
verify a separation-free flow.
3.2.4 Aerodynamic Loads
The pressure distribution obtained from the PMARC analysis at an_le of attack was integrated over the
nacelle length to obtain the resultant load and moment on the static structure due to operation at this
condition. The results show both magnitude and point of application (fan face = 0.0) (Table II). These
results were combined with the standard aerodynamic loads generated on the vane airfoils from deswirl-
ing of the fan rotor exit flow to determine the structural integrity of _e static structure.
52
TE96-1054
Figure 41. PMARC panels.
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The fan rotor assembly is composed of three primary components, an integral bladed disk (blisk) consist-
ing of 18 airfoils and a hub; a spinner; and a torque sleeve. The blisk and torque sleeve are assembled to
form a bolted assembly. The blisk is positioned radially on the torque sleeve at a pilot surface and re-
tained through a bolted flange arrangement. Torque is transferred between the two components through
a single shear pin. The spinner is threaded onto the forward portion of the torque sleeve to remove the
need for attachment bolts and the associated access holes, which have produced additional tones in pre-
vious NASA test programs. The torque sleeve attaches to the drive rig through a force balance. Assem-
bly is by way of four cross keys that are integral to the torque sleeve and mate with matching slots in the
force balance. A titanium alloy, AMS 4928 in the solution treated and annealed state, was selected for the
blisk and spinner due to its high strength to density ratio. Stainless steel, AMS 5659, was selected for the
torque sleeve to meet the strength and life requirements of the cross keys.
4.1.1 Stress and Deflection Analysis
Structural assessment criteria employed to evaluate the structural integrity of the rotating components
followed standard Allison practice for nonflight applications. Specific areas evaluated included rupture
(tensile failure) speeds for both the blade and disk, section average and local tensile yielding, creep, low
cycle fatigue life, and deflection under combined aerodynamic and centrifugal loading. No analysis of
bird ingestion damage was attempted, but fan blade geometric parameters (such as leading edge radius)
were constrained to lie within current engine experience.
All analysis was performed using the finite element method. A model of the blisk, torque sleeve, and
spinner was generated for execution in the Allison proprietary finite element model (FEM) procedure,
STRATA. Following Allison standard procedure, the analysis was conducted in two parts. A 2-D axi-
symmetric analysis was performed on the disk, with the blade centrifugal loading applied as distributed
tractions along the rim surface. The blade stresses were determined separately, with the airfoils repre-
sented by a mesh of 8-node meanline shell elements. The airfoil is attached rigidly to a plate oriented at
the flow-path convergence angle. Based on Allison experience, stress concentration effects in the fillet
regions are not modeled directly. Instead, a stress concentration factor (kt) is applied to the analytical
results in the row of nodes immediately outboard of the hub boundary nodes. Standard values for k t
have been determined that yield an acceptable safety factor.
The structural audit sheets presented in Tables II and III summarize the results of this analysis as com-
pared to material limits. Material properties contained in these tables were obtained from an AUison pro-
prietary data base and include a sufficient sample size to establish statistical variations. For design as-
sessment, the material properties used are those corresponding to three standard deviations (-3_) below
the mean of the material data base. Figure 45 presents the material properties of the titanium alloy used
in the blisk and spinner, while Figure 46 presents similar data for the stainless steel used for the torque
sleeve.
Airfoil, disk, spinner, and torque sleeve stresses were calculated at the design speed (Nd) of 10,400 rpm,
including the appropriate aerodynamic loads. Complete results of the stress analysis, in the form of isos-
tress contour plots, is presented in Appendix E. The results presented for the airfoil include the effects of
offsetting the stacking axis axially and circumferentially to balance the loading across the hub cross sec-
tion. To ensure structural integrity, stress levels averaged over an appropriate section were required to be
less than 0.8 of the tensile yield strength. For the disk, averages were obtained for both radial and tan-
gential stress in the web and radial stress only around the flange attachment holes. For the airfoil, an av-
erage radial stress across the hub cross section was obtained. Results of the analysis indicate the maxi-
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Figure 46. Material properties of 17-4PH (AMS 5643): H 1100 annealed.
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allowablevalues for the materials selected, easily satisfying the criteria. Since the blisk and torque sleeve
form a bolted assembly, the integrity of the assembly must also be ensured. An axial stress field exists
across the blisk to torque sleeve flange that tends to open this joint. Flange fastener sizes and assembly
torque levels were determined based on the predicted axial stress levels across the flange to ensure sepa-
ration will not occur. Torque transfer between the blisk and torque sleeve is accomplished through a
dowel pin. The cross section of this pin was sized to carry the full rotor torque load at the maximum
steady-state operating conditions in shear without help from the flange bolts.
The burst speed corresponds to the rotational speed at which either the airfoil or disk cross section is no
longer able to support the centrifugal loading. Standard Allison design practice requires the burst speed
be at least 25% above the maximum steady-state operating speed of the part. For this rig, the maximum
operating speed has been defined as 105% of the design mechanical speed, or 10,920 rpm. Allison design
criteria are intended to ensure tensile failure will occur first in the aixfoil. For gas turbine disks with cross
sections whose thickness varies radially, failure can occur as a result of either radial or tangential over-
load. For an ideally ductile material, redistribution of the cross-sectional loading would occur, delaying
failure until the full cross section reached the material ultimate strength. As a result, the primary variable
used in assessing disk tensile failure margin is the average stress across the full disk cross section. In cer-
tain cases the material may not be sufficiently ductile to fully redistribute the loading, resulting in failure
due to overstress of a local cross section. To ensure a local failure condition would not affect the burst
margin, average tangential and radial stresses over the disk web and average radial stresses around the
flange holes were also determined Referring to Table III, the limiting tensile loading in the disk for this
design is the result of tangential stress. Little difference is observed between averaging over the full cross
section or the web cross section. The predicted levels for the disk are substantially less than the 0.95 of
tensile ultimate allowed by the criteria at 125% of maximum steady-state operating speed. The maximum
average stress levels again occur in the airfoil hub. Referring to Table UI, the design criteria require these
average levels to be less than the tensile ultimate for the blade material at 125% of the maximum speed.
The predicted levels satisfy these criteria. Ratioing the airfoil average stresses by the square of rotational
speed, burst is calculated to occur at a speed corresponding to 183% of the maximum steady-state operat-
ing speed.
Due to the limited running requirements for the rig, a minimum acceptable low cycle fatigue life of 1000
type 1 cycles (idle-maximum-idle) was established. The low cycle fatigue strength for AMS 4928 and
AMS 5659 is shown in Figures 47 and 48 as a plot of cycles to crack initiation as a function of yon Mises
equivalent stress. For the airfoil, the life critical locations are in the hub fillet and along the leading edge.
Stresses in the hub fillet were again determined through the application of a stress concentration factor of
1.4 to the finite element results, rather than through direct calculation. Along the leading edge the effects
of small body foreign object damage have been included through the application of a stress concentration
factor of 2. Based on these equivalent stress levels, minimum fatigue life in excess of I million cycles can
be expected:
In addition to the stress results presented above, deflections were obtained from the finite element analy-
sis. The predicted deflections in critical areas are shown in Figure 49. At the tip, the leading edge radial
deflection of 0.020 in. was used to set the static clearance between the outer flow-path wall and the airfoil
to preclude rubbing over the test speed range. At the pilot surface between the blisk and torque sleeve,
the blisk was predicted to grow an additional 0.001 in. compared to the torque sleeve, due to the differ-
ence in elastic modulus of the two materials employed. In order to ensure accurate centering of the blisk
on the torque sleeve at speed, this differential growth must not be allowed to open the pilot. To accom-
plish this, the mating pilot surfaces have been dimensioned to provide an interference fit at assembly.
The predicted deflections were also used in an iterative procedure to determine the correct manufacturing
coordinates to provide the intended aerodynamic shape at the design speed. The coordinates for the air-
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Figure 48. Low cycle fatigue strength of AMS 5659 (17-4PH) at 70°F.
4.1.2 Vibration Analysis
Vibration analysis of the integral bladed disk was carried out to define potential areas of vibratory re-
sponse and to ensure adequate high cycle fatigue strength was available to allow operation over the entire
design speed range. Specific consideration was given to avoidance of flutter over the rig operational en-
velope, placement of potential resonant conditions in speed ranges away from where substantial test time
was to be accumulated, and satisfaction of minimum fatigue strength requirements over the entire bladed
disk
Natural frequencies of the bladed disk system were obtained from finite element analysis at a series of
rotational speeds. The finite element model consisted of a single airfoil supported on a pie-shaped sector
of the disk. The periodic structure of the system was retained through application of cyclic symmetry
boundary conditions along the edges of the disk sector. The airfoil was represented by a mesh of 8-node
meanline shell elements, while the disk was modeled with 20-node solid elements. For completeness,
comparisons of natural frequency and mode shape were made between the full bladed disk model and a
cantilevered airfoil model. This comparison indicated insignificant levels of disk participation in the vi-
bratory modes.
The results of the natural frequency analysis, in the form of a Campbell diagram, are presented in Figure
50. Plots of the deflected mode shape and resulting vibratory stress distribution are found in Appendix F.
The diagonal engine order lines represent the locus of excitation frequencies produced by flow asymme-
try with wavelength corresponding to the order number. Low order excitation (i.e., 2, 3, or 4EO) is typi-
cally the result of inflow total pressure or temperature distortion. Allison development experience indi-
cates the coincidence of the fundamental bending (1B) and torsion (1T) natural frequencies with second
and third-engine order should be avoided in speed ranges where significant operational time will be
65
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Figure 50. Campbell diagram of blade.
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accumulated.Of particular concern for the current design are the speeds corresponding to full power
takeoff(8,840 rpm), approach (5,200 rpm), and design point (10,403 rpm) where the majority of the data is
to be obtained. In recognition of this, the natural frequencies of tt.e 1B and 1T modes were adjusted to
provide a minimum 15% speed margin relative to 2 and 3EO at these critical speeds. Of secondary con-
cem was excitation of higher order modes by the vane leading edge pressure field. There are 42 vanes in
this stage, resulting in potential excitation at 42EO and its harmonics. It was not possible to provide a
15% speed margin between all natural modes and 42EO at the speeds of primary interest. Accurate pre-
diction of the resonant response of a mode to excitation has not ben achieved yet, thus precluding iden-
tification of specific modes whose resonant amplitudes will be unacceptably large. The design strategy
was thus to mL,ximize the number of modes experiencing resonant coincidence near the three speeds of
interest. As finally accepted, it was possible to provide a 10% speed margin between 42EO and all modes
except the 21st mode. Due to the relatively generous spacing between the rotor trailing edge and the sta-
tot leading edge, a weak excitation should be present, resulting in a low level response. Based on rig
testing of similar components with similar rotor-to-stator spacing, :esponses of less than 10 Psi are antici-
pated.
A second area of major concern is the avoidance of flutter throughout the operational range of the rig. A
combination of analytical and empirical methods have been developed at Allison for prediction of flutter
onset. An analytical method, which predicts the aerodynamic damping associated with a specific modal
deflection pattern, is available and has proven highly reliable. However, due to the method's mathemati-
cal formulation, it is only applicable in supersonic flows. The present design tip speed results in inlet
relative Mach numbers too low for application of the analysis. To augment the analytical method,
an empirical correlation has been developed based on a nondimensional or reduced frequency defined as
the product of chord*frequency/(2* inlet relative velocity). Empirical limits (minimum values) have been
established at 0.2 for the fundamental bending mode and 0.6 for the first mode with significant torsional
motion. For the current design, the calculated reduced frequencies of the relevant modes are 0.29 and
0.72. These satisfy the criteria.
Since total avoidance of vibration is seldom feasible, it is necessary to ensure typical levels of vibratory
response will not result in fatigue failures. The endurance strength is the vibratory stress level in fully
reversed bending that can be imposed on a material without producing high cycle fatigue failures. The
endurance strength is reduced when a mean stress field is present, with the endurance strength approach-
ing zero as the mean stress approaches the tensile ultimate. This material behavior is typically presented
graphically in the Goodman diagram. In order to ensure a reasonab3e vibratory response will not result
in fatigue, Allison requires the minimum vibratory allowable stress be at least 15 ksi for all locations on
the airfoil, after accounting for the reduction in allowable due to mean stresses. In assessing this criterion,
fatigue data for notched specimens with theoretical stress concentrat ons, k t , of 1.4 and 2.0 are used in the
hub and edge regions respectively to account for fillet effects and for ;ign object damage. In other regions,
fatigue data are based on unnotched specimens, k t =1.0. The fan desgn possesses a minimum fatigue
allowable stress of 16 Psi in the leading edge region, which satisfies the criteria, Figure 51.
4.2 STATIC COMPONENTS
The rig static structure is composed of a primary structural backbone connecting to the drive rig static
force balance, a vane assembly composed of seven segments with six _irfoils in each segment, and a series
of spool segments forming the internal flow-path and nacelle outer pJ ofile. In order to isolate the acoustic
effects of vane geometry, no separate structural frame is provided, fo_ cing the vanes to become a load
carrying member. The vane segments are tied to the static structure s apport by three bolts and a 0.250-in.
shear pin. The shear pin provides the primary load path to ground, _hile the radial fasteners seat the
vane segment against the static support. As discussed in Section 2.0, tour vane configurations are to be
tested. In order to accomplish configurational changes with a minimum effort, all spool pieces down-
stream of the vane trailing edge are split axially to form bolted assemblies. The static structure support

































specification, to provide the required strength and rigidity. The rio"v-path spool pieces are constructed of
aluminum alloy, A.MS 4127 (6061) in the T6 condition, to minimize overhung weight. Weight reduction
was a priority to minimize the lg deflection at the blade track and t _ facilitate handling during assembly.
Additional outer flow-path pieces have been designed to adapt the rig to an existing bellmouth and vari-
able area nozzle, allowing stage performance measurements to be acquired. To deal with the additional
deflection resulting from the insertion of these pieces, provisions for external support have been pro-
vided.
4.2.1 Stress and Deflection Analysis
Structural analysis was carried out for each of the vane configurations at two loading conditions. The first
loading condition represents standard rig operation and consists o_ the nacelle weight and aerodynam:i'c
loading generated on the vanes as they deswirl the rotor discharge flow. In the second condition, addi-
tional aerodynamic loads are applied as a result of operating the n_lcelle at an angle of attack to the wind
tunnel flow. Structural assessment criteria employed to evaluate the integrity of the static components
followed standard Allison practice for nonflight applications. Specific consideration was given to tensile
rupture, tensile yielding, creep, low cycle fatigue, and deflection resulting from nonaxisymmetric loading.
Due to the limited life, research nature of the rig, no provisions for containment in the event of an airfoil
failure were included in the design of the nacelle. For this reason, human proximity to the rig during op-
eration should be avoided.
All structural analysis was performed using the finite element method. A model composed of a 1/42
sector of the entire static structure, corresponding to a single vane passage, was generated for each of the
four vane configurations for analysis in the Allison proprietary FEM procedure, STRATA. The vane inner
band was descretized using 20-node solid elements. Beam elemer:ts were employed to represent the in-
her band attachment bolts, inner band shear pin, and the attachment bolts in the outer flanges. The rest of
the structure was modeled with 8-node meanline shell elements. The static structure attachment to
ground was through two spring elements at the pilot surfaces representing the rig static balance stiffness.
As previously mentioned, structural analysis of the rig was based on two loading conditions. Operation
of the rig at an angle to the tunnel flow produces a nonaxisymme_ric loading on the nacelle. Harmonic
loading of the sector model was used to account for this asymmetry. As a result of the asymmetric load
application, the stress and deflection patterns are also asymmetric:. For nonsymmetric loading conditions,
structural criteria are assessed at the worst location in the assembly. At the edges of the modeled sector,
cyclic symmetric boundary conditions consistent with a split hoop are applied along the faces of the inner
and outer bands. A secondary result of applying cyclic symmetry over a single vane passage width is
that the model represents a structure with one bolt and one shear pin for each airfoil. This modeling inac-
curacy will not affect the stress and deflection field away from the attachment points and was used to re-
duce computer resource requirements. To assess the stresses in _e shear pin and attachment bolts, it was
assumed removal of the additional constraints results in an equa! increase in load in the remaining mem-
bers. This produces a factor of six increase in the section stresses in the shear pin and a factor of two in-
crease in the bolt stresses. This approach is not entirely accurate, but the resulting stresses are so low that
a more accurate approach was deemed unnecessary. The bolted flanges on the outer duct pieces away
from the vanes were not represented in detail in the finite elemeiLt model. Bending stresses in the flanges
were determined by hand calculation. A conservative approach was taken, requiring a single flange seg-
ment between two bolts to carry the entire nacelle bending mom_.nt due to angle of attack operation.
The structural audit sheet (Table V) summarizes the results of th _ analysis relative to the design criteria.
The primary structural concern for the static components is the cccurrence of section yielding. Yielding is
assessed using equivalent stress as defined by the Von Mises cri eria. Referring to Table V, the peak
equivalent stress occurs in the baseline vane hub trailing edge filet when this vane is installed in the aft
position, Figure lb. This stress is 41% of the material yield, whi4h satisfies the Allison criteria. As axial
sweep is introduced, the peak stress levels decrease. This is a result of changes in the load transfer
mechanism between the configurations. For the baseline vane, _¢hich has a radial stack axis, the nacelle
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loadingisreactedoutbythevaneinpurebendingaboutanaxisnormaltotheairfoilplanview. This re-
suits in the majority of the load being transferred along the leading and trailing edge. As sweep is intro-
duced, a portion of the nacelle load is transferred as tension parallel to the stack axis, similar to diagonal
members in a truss. Since the section structural efficiency in tensile loading is greater than for bending,
the resulting peak stress is reduced.
Table VI shows the circumferential variation in peak stress due to the load asymmetry for each of the
vane configurations. Also shown in the table is the maximum stress due to the normal aerodynamic de-
swirl loads. Complete results of the stress analysis, in the form of isostress contour plots, is presented in
Appendix G. Referring again to the audit sheet, the maximum stress in any of the flanges is found to be
7.5 ksi. These flanges are retained with 34 fasteners with 0.190-in. diameter. Standard torque levels for
these fasteners will be sufficient to prevent opening of the flanges. The stress levels shown for the fasten-
ers on the vane inner band reflect the Allison design practice of preloading fasteners at bolted joints to
80% of the material yield. In this application, the fastener stress is composed of 57 ksi due to preload and
a 23 ksi bending stress from the vane loading. As in the rotating components, the design goal for low cy-
cle fatigue life was 1000 type I cycles (minimum). Crack initiation is governed by local stress peaks; thus,
the vane hub trailing edge fillet stress of 56 ksi will set the life potential for the static structure. The vanes
are constructed from wrought 17-4PH stainless steel. Since the limiting stress occurs along an edge, a
theoretical stress concentration of 3 is applied for life assessment to account for possible small object for-
eign object damage in this area. Based on these assumptions, the predicted low cycle fatigue life is 66,000
cycles.
In addition to the stress field induced in the vane and nacelle structure, operation at angle of attack will
produce a deflection of the casing relative to the blade tip. The design is intended to have a uniform
running clearance of 0.020 in. at the design rotational speed. The casing deflection at the blade track due
to the nacelle loads is tabulated for the various vane configurations in Table VII. A maximum radial de-
flection of 0.006 in. is predicted and will occur in the swept and leaned configuration. Complete plotted
results of the deflection analysis for both load conditions are presented in Appendix H.
4.2.2 Vibration Analysis
Vibration analysis of the static structure was carried out to define potential areas of vibratory response
and ensure adequate high cycle fatigue strength was available to allow operation over the entire design
speed range. Specific consideration was given to avoidance of flutter over the rig operational envelope,
placement of potential resonant conditions in speed ranges away from critical test speeds, and satisfaction
of minimum fatigue strength requirements over the entire structure.
Natural frequencies of the static structure assembly were obtained from finite element analysis. A finite
element model of a 1/42 sector of the structure was generated for each of the four vane configurations
and for both the flight and performance measurement ducting arrangements. Above the third natural
mode, deflections tend to isolate in the vane assembly. To reduce the computational requirements, a re-
duced order finite element model representing the airfoil and vane outer and inner band was constructed
to obtain these higher modes. Comparisons of the full system and reduced order models for a limited
number of modes substantiated the accuracy of this approach. In the performance configuration, weight
isolation for the inlet bellmouth and variable area nozzle will be provided. Based on the methods under
consideration for providing this weight isolation, it was assumed they would not contribute to the system
stiffness. The connection between Allison's static structure and the rig static force balance was simulated
by springs at the pilot locations, with spring rates obtained from Boeing design documentation provided
by NASA. Natural frequencies and mode shapes were calculated using the Allison finite element code,
STRATA. Calculations of system response to unbalance were carried out using the Allison forced re-
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NASA scaled fan rig nacelle vane static stress summaries (All values Von Mises equivalent stresses [ksi]).
Description
Maximum stress due to vane loads
Maximum stress due to vane + AOA loads +
Vane 1, 90 deg
Vane 6, -135 deg
Vane 11, -180 deg
Vane 17, -225 deg
Vane 22, 270 deg
Vane 27, -315 deg
Vane 32, -0 deg
Vane 38, --45 deg
Vane
_ Hub LE Hub TE Bol_.._At Shear pin
9.1 44.0 36.3 48.3 16.0 15.0
nacelle weight
12.5 27.2 53.5 29.9 13.8 18.6
10.6 28.8 50.4 33.5 13.6 16.2
8.4 35.1 40.7 41.9 14.4 15.0
7.9 44.6 28.1 51.1 16.0 16.8
8.0 48.8 23.2 54.2 16.6 17.4
7.9 46.6 25.9 51.8 16.4 15.6
9.1 39.7 35.2 44.4 15.4 15.0
11.9 30.9 48.3 33.8 14.4 18.0
Description _
Maximum stress due to vane loads 8.8 43.2
Max stress due to vane + AOA loads + nacelle weight
Vane 1, 90 deg 12.4 25.8
Vane 6, -135 deg 11.1 26.6
Vane 11, -180 deg 9.2 33.1
Vane 17, -225 deg 7.7 44.0
Vane 22, 270 deg 7.1 49.2
Vane 27, -315 deg 7.1 47.3
Vane 32, --43deg 8.5 40.0
Vane 38, --45 deg 11.4 30.3
Vane
Hub LE Hub TE Bol__.At Shear pin
32.7 48.6 17.8 14.4
48.6 29.2 16.6 19.2
46.7 31.8 16.4 16.8
37.9 40.3 16.8 13.8
24.7 52.0 18.0 15.6
18.9 56.7 18.4 17.4
21.3 53.9 18.0 16.2
30.5 45.2 17.4 16.2
43.1 33.8 16.8 I9.2
Vane
Description
Maximum stress due to vane loads
Maximum stress due to vane + AOA loads +
Vane 1, 90 deg
Vane 6, -135 deg
Vane 11, -180 deg
Vane 17, -225 deg
Vane 22, 270 deg
Vane 27, -315 deg
Vane 32, ~0 deg
Vane 38, --45 deg






















Maximum stress due to vane loads 32.8 11.7
Maximum stress due to vane + AOA loads + nacelle weight
Vane 1, 90 deg 24.0 2.8
Vane 6, -135 deg 30.1 1.3
Vane 11, -180 deg 36.1 8.4
Vane 17, -225 deg 37.5 16.3
Vane 22, 270 deg 34.5 17.8




















Description _ T__ TE Hub LE Hub TE Bolt Shear pin
Vane 32, -0 deg 26.0 5.6 3.6 42.3 10.4 16.2
Vane 38, 45 deg 22.3 2.1 5.5 35.1 3.0 18.6
Notes:
All values are Von Mises equivalent stresses (ksi)
0 degrees is top dead center, with angle increasing counterclockwise (aft looking forward)
Table VII.
NASA scaled fan rig nacelle blade track deflection summary. (deflections in inches).
Baseline vane
Description Radial Tangential
Maximum deflection due to vane + AOA loads + weight
Aft Vane
Axial Radial Tangential Axial
Vane 1, 90 deg 4.260e-03 -7.030e-02 -5.620e-03 4.940e-03 -6.940e-02 -5.660e-03
Vane 6, -135 deg 3.350e-03 -7.310e-02 -6.820e-03 4.260e-03 -7.290e-02 -6.570e-03
Vane 11, -180 deg 6.120e-04 -7.470e-02 -1.010e-02 1.220e-03 -7.500e-02 -9.510e-03
Vane 17, -225 deg -2.910e-03 -7.360e-02 -1.430e-02 -3.410e-03 -7.400e-02 -1.350e-02
Vane 22, 270 deg 4.190e-03 -7.080e-02 -1.580e-01 -5.290e-03 -7.050e-02 -1.500e-02
Vane 27, -315 deg -3.270e-03 -6.880e-02 -1.460e-02 -4.100e-03 -6.770e-02 -1.410e-02
Vane 32, -0 deg -6.280e-04 -6.780e-02 -1.140e-02 -8.100e-04 -6.630e-02 -1.110e-02
Vane 38,-45 deg 2.880e-03 -6.850e-02 -7.190e-02 3.230e-03 -6.720e-02 -7.240e-03
Swept vane Swept and leaned vane
Description Radial Tangential Axial Radial Tangential Axial
Maximum deflection due to vane + AOA loads + weight
Vane 1, 90 deg 3.420e-03 -5.820e-02 5.000e-03 5.740e-03 -1.710e-02 1.340e-03
Vane 6, -135 deg 3.170e-03 -6.100e-02 3.340e-03 4.850e-03 -2.120e-02 -1.100e-03
Vane 11, -180 deg 6.240e-04 -6.250e-02 -7.120e-04 1.295e-03 -2.371e-02 -6.668e-03
Vane 17, -225 deg -2.960e-03 -6.140e-02 -5.620e-03 -3.890e-03 -2.240e-02 -1.320e-02
Vane 22, 270 deg -4.220e-03 -5.850e-02 -7.200e-03 -5.990e-03 -1.860e-02 -1.510e-02
Vane 27, -315 deg -3.010e-03 -5.690e-02 -5.540e-03 -4.720e-03 -1.610e-02 -1.270e-02
Vane 32, --0 deg -2.790e-04 -5.620e-02 -1.530e-03 -1.010e-03 -1.460e-02 -7.160e-03
Vane 38, --45 deg 2.820e-03 -5.690e-02 3.390e-03 3.730e-03 -1.500e-02 -6.390e-04
The results of the natural frequency analysis of the full system, in the lorm of a Campbell diagram, are
presented for the four vane configurations in Figures 52 through 55. Coincidence of the natural frequen-
cies of these modes with first engine order (lEO) was of primary concern, since residual rotor unbalance
would be capable of exciting a resonant response at such a coincidence. When configured with the flight
inlet and nozzle, two modes were found that exhibited a lEO coincide xce in the steady-state speed range.
It was not possible to adjust the frequencies of these modes sufficienfl) to move the resonant conditions
outside the test speeds of the rig. Since both modes produced a result_ nt radial deflection at the blade
track, excessive resonant amplitude could result in contact between th_ rotor tips and the casing. To de-
termine the likelihood of such an event, a forced response analysis wa,, conducted using a unit unbalance
load applied in phase at the static structure support pilot surfaces. A damping of 6.3% (log decrement)
was assumed, a conservative assumption based on Allison experience. The resulting blade track deflec-
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Figure 52. Campbell diagram for baseline vane in acoustic testing setup -- assembly modes.
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Figure 56. Blade track radial deflection versus fan unbalance -- pitch mode of acoustic testing setup.
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Accounting for the 0.005 in. (worst case) of static deflection occuring during angle of attack operation, a
minimum unbalance of 4 in.-lb would be required to produce a rubl:ing condition for this mode. This
level is two orders of magnitude larger than Allison balance requirements for hardware of this size.
When configured in the performance mode, only one mode, labeled fore and aft in the Campbell diagram,
coincides with lEO within the steady speed range, Figures 57 through 60. A response calculation showed
a residual unbalance greater than 10 in.-lb would be required to produce rubbing in this instance (Figure
61). The Campbell diagrams for the higher frequency modes, invol_ ing motion of only the vanes, are pre-
sented in Figures 62, 63, and 64 and correspond to the four test conf-gurations. Since these modes involve
vibration of only the vane segments, the results are independent of the nacelle configuration and do not
change when the radially stacked airfoil is moved into the aft position. Since the rotor contains 18 blades,
the primary concern for resonant vibration is the placement of the lt_EO coincidences with the natural
modes. Allison experience with fixed geometry vanes indicates rescnant excitation of the fundamental
bending, or 1B, mode should be avoided in the steady-state speed range. For all configurations, 1B-18EO
resonance occurs well below the test speed range. This resonance sLould impose no restrictions on the
test program. Three other modes are predicted to encounter resonant excitation within the steady-state
speed range. The fundamental torsion (1T) and second bending (2BI modes exhibit a coincidence with
18EO at part speed conditions. For both of these modes at least a 15Yo speed margin exists between the
resonant speed and the speeds at which the primary acoustic data _ill be acquired. Should an unexpect-
edly high response be observed in either of these modes, a modifica_on to the test matrix to avoid the
resonance can be implemented without compromising the test objectives. The second torsion (2T) mode
of the vanes is also susceptible to an 18EO resonance. This resonance is predicted to occur approximately
5% below the design speed for the two swept configurations and at -.he design speed for the baseline con-
figuration. Accurate prediction of aerodynamically induced resonant vibration levels remains beyond the
state of the art. Review of recent Allison vane design experience re_ eals a number of successful core
compressor stages have similar occurrences. In these stages, the measured response of the second torsion
mode has been uniformly low. Since the present rig employs a muca larger spacing between the rotor
and stator than possible in a core stage, no unacceptable vibratory response of the 2T mode is expected
and no attempt was made to change its natural frequency so as to avoid the 18EO resonance. Plots of the
deflected mode shapes and resulting vibratory stress distributions are provided in Appendix I for the
system modes and Appendix J for the vane modes.
While a relatively rare occurrence for a vane, avoidance of flutter th:oughout the operational range must
be ensured. Allison has developed an empirical criterion for flutter avoidance based on reduced fre-
quency as described in the rotating components section. Empirical _imits for minimum acceptable values
have been established at 0.2 for the fundamental bending mode and 0.6 for the fundamental torsion
mode. The calculated reduced frequencies for the relevant modes for each of the vane configurations is
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Figure 58. Campbell diagram for aft vane in performance calii:ration setup -- assembly mode.
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Figure 64. Campbell diagram for swept and leaned vanes -- airfoil modes.
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A Goodman diagram for each of the four vane configurations is presented in Figures 65 through 68. As
discussed in the rotating components section, Allison design criteria require the part be able to withstand
a 15 ksi vibratory stress without experiencing a high cycle fatigue failure. This requirement must be sat-
isfied at the location where the combination of mean stress and stress concentration effects (kt) is most
restrictive. For all the vane configurations, the maximum mean stress occurs along an airfoil edge. At
this location material data for a k t of 3.0 is used to allow for the possibility of foreign object damage. All
vane configurations satisfy the criteria.
Table VIII.
Flutter parameter vane configurations.
Configuration 1B - Hz 1T - Hz 75% chord Velocity - ft/sec 1B (reduced) 1T (reduced)
Baseline 820 1320 1.810 761 0.51 0.82
Aft vane 820 1320 1.810 761 0.51 0.82
Swept vane 619 1362 1.500 774 0.31 0.69
Swept and leaned 636 1428 1.500 774 0.32 0.72
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LOW NOISE FAN CONFIGURATION NO. 2:
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT
BLADE AND VANE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE AND GEOMETRY OUTPUT
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LOW NOISE FAN CONFIGURATION NO. 3:
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT
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LOW NOISE FAN CONFIGURATION NO. 4:
AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT
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TITLE NASA 22it FAN DEFAULT BC'$ HOT-TO- COLD [MIC} LNF. FNL - Preslere Smrftce
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Figure A29: Node Line Plot of Blade Mode 10 - Pressure Sida
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r Figure A38: Dynamic Stress Plot of Blade Mode 4 - Suction Side
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FigureA40:Dynamic Stress Plot of Blade Mode 5 - Suction Side
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Figure A42: Dynamic Stress Plot of Blade Mode 6 - Suction Side
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•FigureA44:Dynamic Stress Plot of Blade Mode 7 - Suction Side --
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Appendix C: Dynamic Stress Contour Plots
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